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ABSTRACT 
Many reactions feature symmetry variation along the reaction path on the potential 
energy surface. The interconversion of the point group symmetry of the stationary points 
can be characteristic of these processes. Increasing the temperature, however, leads to the 
loss of symmetry in its traditional yes-no language. We find that in such cases the 
instantaneous distance of the molecular structure from its symmetric counterpart is a 
suitable collective variable that can describe the reaction process. We show that this 
quantity, the continuous symmetry measure (CSM) has a positive linear relationship with 
temperature, implying that even highly symmetric molecules should be considered as 
asymmetric above 0K. Using ab initio molecular dynamics we simulate the temperature 
induced Cope rearrangements of several fluxional molecules and employ different CSM-s 
to follow the reaction progress. We use this methodology to demonstrate the validity of 
important concepts governing these reactions: Woodward-Hoffmann rules and TS 
aromaticity. Statistical analysis of the CSM distributions reveals that ligands connected to 
the carbon frame have profound effect on the reaction course. In particular our results 
show that lower temperatures tend to enhance the differences between the TS-stabilizing 
effect of the substituents. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The study of a concerted reaction at finite temperature requires a reaction coordinate 
that can distinguish between the reactant, product and transition state (TS) in their 
distorted geometries. Generally, a reaction coordinate is a single variable that depends on 
several or all positional degrees of freedom, varies continuously along the reaction path 
and allows for clear distinction between different stationary points. Typical such variable 
is the intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC)
1,2
 which describes the very low temperature 
mechanism on the potential energy surface (PES). However, when temperature effects 
become non-negligible other coordinates must be selected in order to account for the 
thermal fluctuations (the work of Sun et al
3
 on SN2 mechanism and Ammal et al
4
 on 
heterolysis rearrangements are illustrative examples). In general, a suitable reaction 
coordinate has a collective nature and describes all the relevant slow movements involved 
in the reaction step.  Common examples are coordination numbers
5
 and path variables
6
 
which have been employed successfully for various problems (see Ref. 
7
 and references 
therein).  
Very recently a specific collective variable, the continuous symmetry measure (CSM)
8
 
has been invoked to follow reaction progress along the IRC
9
. The CSM methodology 
expands the language of symmetry from its traditional yes-no nature while combining all 
the geometrical parameters of a molecular structure into a single global parameter that 
measures the distance a structure has from its symmetric counterpart. Since its original 





applied to a large number of problems
16-20
. Excellent correlations were found between the 
CSM and various physical and chemical properties
21-23
. In particular, it has been shown 
that the variation of the CSM values along the IRC can serve as an indicator for the 
progress of a reaction
9,24,25
.  
In the present study we applied the CSM as efficient reaction coordinate at finite 
temperatures and in the absence of perfect symmetry. For this purpose we selected the 
Cope rearrangement
26
 of several fluxional molecules shown in scheme 1: bullvalene (I) 
and barbaralane (II) as well as semibullvalene (III, X=H) and its derivatives: 3-
methylsemibullvalene (III, X=Me,); 3-aminosemibullvalene (III, X=NH2) and 2,6-
diazasemibullvalene (IV), and followed their intramolecular rearrangements at elevated 
temperatures by ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD)
27
. The conservation of orbital 
topology dictated by the Woodward-Hoffmann (WH) rules
28,29
 implies that the 
rearrangements of these molecules proceed in a concerted fashion. The concertedness can 
be followed by properly selected CSM-s. We have calculated the temporal variations of 
suitable CSM variables along the AIMD trajectories. After having found a linear 
dependence of CSM with temperature we show that CSMs are powerful descriptors to 
follow the temperature-induced intramolecular Cope reactions of these molecules. In 
addition our analysis provides new insight about the role of temperature and substitution 






Scheme 1: Cope rearrangements of the selected fluxional molecules. Breaking bonds are 




Molecular Dynamics. All AIMD calculations have been performed using the CP2K 
package
30. The simulations employed a periodic cubic box of 11 Å. The electronic 
structure calculations were done in the framework of the density functional theory (DFT) 
using the BLYP functional
31,32
. We have employed the double- basis sets augmented 
with one set of polarization functions. Only the valence electrons have been included 
explicitly into the calculations, while the interaction between the core and valence 
electrons were accounted for by using Goedecker-Teter-Hutter-type pseudopotentials
33
. 
The electronic charge density has been expanded by an auxiliary plane-wave set defined 
by 300 Ry cutoff energy. The simulations have been performed in canonical (NVT) 
conditions at different temperatures by using a massive Nose-Hoover coupling scheme
34
. 
The time step to integrate the equations of motion was 0.4 fs for semibullvalene and its 
derivatives and 0.5 fs for barbaralane at all temperatures. For bullvalene we selected 0.8 
fs for 800 K and 0.4 fs for all the other temperatures (1200 and 1800 K). Preliminary tests 
for the studied systems showed that these time steps provide good accuracy relatively to 
the computational effort. 
Ground state calculations. The Gaussian package
35
 was used to characterize the PES, 
to generate the IRC curves and to calculate Nuclear-Independent Chemical Shifts
36,37
 
(NICS) values. The NICS parameters are the absolute magnetic shieldings taken with 
reversed sign at a selected point. Test calculations showed that NICS values computed at 
0.5 Å below the center of the ring formed by the carbon atoms participating in the Cope 
rearrangements reflect remarkably well the temporal variation of the aromaticity of the 
molecules
38
. In the present case we calculated the NICS values of the trajectories of 
barbaralane at randomly selected intervals. The B3LYP
31,32,39,40
 functional was used for 
the PES exploration (optimizations, TS localization and IRC calculations and NICS along 
the IRC) with the 6-311+G* basis set. The NICS values along the AIMD trajectories 
were calculated with a smaller basis set at the B3LYP/6-31+G* level in order to reduce 
numerical cost. The choice of functional and basis set as well as AIMD parameters have 
been proven adequate for this type of problems
38
. 
Symmetry calculations. The inputs for a CSM calculation are the actual coordinates 
{Qk, k=1,2,…,N} and the assumed symmetry point group G. The algorithm generates a 
series of structures with the same atoms and vertex labeling as the initial structure but 
with symmetry G. From this series, the selected final symmetric structure with 
coordinates  {Pk, k=1,2,…,N}   is the one with minimal distance to the original structure 






















       (1) 
Here Q0 is the center of mass of the original distorted structure. S(G) in Eq. (1) is called 
the continuous symmetry measure. The denominator in Eq. (1) is a mean square size 
normalization factor, which is introduced to avoid size effects. The CSM defined in Eq. 
(1) is independent of the position, orientation, and size of the original structure. The 
values of S(G) are between 0 (when the original structure is symmetric) and 100 when the 
nearest structure of G symmetry reduces to a point in space. All CSM calculations were 
performed on the carbon skeleton of the molecules, excluding the hydrogen atoms in 





RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Correlation between temperature and distortion. We start by looking at the 
general effect of temperature on the CSM. To this end we selected three molecules 
(bullvalene, barbaralane and semibullvalene, see Scheme 1) and followed their dynamics 
in the gas-phase at three different temperatures. Their intramolecular rearrangements 
along the IRC conserve a reflection symmetry (hence S(Cs)=0 by definition). However, at 
non-zero temperatures S(Cs) show characteristic distributions exemplified in Fig.1 for 
barbaralane. We note that at the TS, barbaralane has two reflection planes, marked 1 and 
2 (Fig. 2). The relevant reflection plane (labeled 1) also characterizes the reactant and 
product.   
  
Figure 1: Symmetry conservation of barbaralane as a function of temperature. Shown are 
the histograms of S(Cs) at 600 K (black), 1000 K (red) and 1250 K (blue). Each histogram 
is based on 119,948 AIMD data points with bin size of 0.02.  
The histograms in Fig. 1 are characterized by a bell shape with a long tail that leads to 
high standard deviation of the average values (c.a. 65% for all temperatures). Yet, both 
the sign test
42
 and the Wilcoxon matched pairs test
43
 show that the difference between the 
various distributions is statistically significant (p=0.00). As opposed to the average, the 
median is not affected by extreme values and can therefore be used as a measure for the 
distortion level at each temperature. Our results show that the distortion level of 
barbaralane fluctuates around a small median value of 0.11 at 600 K, 0.19 at 1000 K and 
0.23 at 1250 K and increases with temperature. Similar results were obtained for 
bullvalene and semibullvalene. Recent results by Bredtmann and Paulus
44
 support these 
results by showing that the coupled electronic and nuclear rearrangement associated with 
the Cope rearrangement of semibullvalene occurs asynchronously. Furthermore, when 
one of the hydrogen atoms of semibullvalene is substituted by either a methyl group or an 
amino group, the distortion of the original semibullvalene skeleton of eight carbon atoms 
follows the same trend as semibullvalene with negligible effect on the medians. 
Histograms of all other systems are provided as supplementary material. 
 
Figure 2: The TS of barbaralane. In the reaction bonds C6-C7 and C4-C9 are alternately 
broken and formed. 
 
Median values for all three systems are plotted in Fig. 3. The plots clearly show a linear 
dependence of the distortion level on temperature. The linearity can be explained by 
noting that a CSM value is essentially proportional to the sum of the squares of the 
atomic displacements from the reference structure. Within the framework of the harmonic 
approximation the energy necessary for deviating from equilibrium is directly 
proportional to the square of this amplitude. On the other hand, this energy is 
proportional to the available kinetic energy, i.e., to the temperature.  
Generally, the median values of S(Cs) at each temperature are small, indicating that the 
corresponding mirror symmetry is reasonably conserved during these processes, and that 
this level of distortion does not prevent the occurrence of the expected concerted 
processes, as will be shown in the next section. However, the lack of perfect Cs symmetry 
implies that the concept of symmetric geometry of molecules should be used with 
caution. A more realistic picture is to consider such molecules as slightly chiral and even 
asymmetric beyond the IRC. 
 Figure 3. Distortion level (represented by the median of the S(Cs) histogram) as a 
function of temperature for barbaralane (red squares), bullvalene (black circles) and 
semibullvalene (blue triangles). The intercept of the trend lines were set up to zero based 
on the IRC results. Note that the slopes are very similar because the molecules have very 
similar bonding arrangements. 
 
Symmetry at elevated temperatures. Fig. 4 presents the symmetry and energy 
profiles of the Cope rearrangement of barbaralane along the IRC. As discussed above, 
S(Cs) (with respect to 1 in Fig. 2) is zero along the IRC. On the other hand, S(C2) has a 
minimum point at the TS, and is equivalent to S(Cs-2) (the CSM with respect to 2 in Fig. 
2), throughout the whole path. AIMD results presented in Fig. 5 show that even at high 
temperatures excellent correlation exists between S(C2) and S(Cs-2) indicating that the 
deviation from C2 symmetry is equivalent to the deviation from C2v symmetry, therefore 
S(C2) is sufficient to describe the deviation from the TS geometry. Furthermore, 
dynamical fluctuations are not random and the motion of symmetrically equivalent atoms 
is highly correlated. On the other hand, the evolution of S(Cs-2) versus S(Cs) is 
uncorrelated. This implies that the intramolecular transformations have a negligible effect 
on the conservation of the mirror symmetry even at high temperatures. In other words, 
the WH rules are obeyed to a good approximation that allows us to discriminate between 
TS and reactant/product geometries based on symmetry.  
With this understanding in hand we can use CSMs as reaction coordinates. Note that 
typical reaction coordinates used for following concerted reactions (such as bond 
distances of the breaking and forming bonds) cannot uncover the strongly correlated 
motion of the symmetrically equivalent atoms as they are not collective in nature and 
they carry no direct information about the carbon framework. We postulate that other 
cage-like systems can feature symmetry conservation during high temperature motion.  
 
Figure 4: Symmetry and energy profiles of the Cope rearrangement of barbaralane along 
the IRC. Black line: S(C2) (left scale). Red line: Energy (right scale). 
 
 Figure 5: Correlation between S(C2) and S(Cs-2) Symmetry of the Cope rearrangement 
of barbaralane at 1000 K for a time period of 6 ps. 
 
NICS-CSM correlations for barbaralane. The WH symmetry rules
28,45
 and the 




 imply that the concerted rearrangement 
of barbaralane features an aromatic TS and the temporal aromaticity can be characterized 
by the NICS value. Earlier calculations
38
 have demonstrated that the extent of aromaticity 
measured by the NICS is an excellent indicator of the reaction progress for barbaralane. 
Fig. 6a presents the correlation between the NICS measure of aromaticity and the 
symmetry measure S(C2) along the IRC. Accordingly, the system becomes more aromatic 
when it approaches the TS, where the NICS value is the most negative and the CSM 
value is closest to zero. This correlation is not limited to the IRC and can be seen 
throughout the whole simulation as exemplified in Fig. 6b for a time period of 6 ps taken 
from the 1000 K trajectory. Although the atomic fluctuations are large at 1000 K,  the 
symmetry-aromaticity correlation is remarkably retained, although with a wider NICS 
range. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time a correlation between 
aromaticity and the degree of symmetry is demonstrated. 
 Figure 6: NICS versus CSM for barbaralane. a. Along the IRC path; b. For a time 
interval of 6 ps at 1000 K. Data was sampled every 5 fs.  
 
CSM as a reaction coordinate. In the following we show how the CSM can be used as 
a powerful reaction coordinate. As an example, we selected bullvalene. The Cope 
rearrangement of bullvalene is very complex: it involves 10!/3 = 1,209,600 different 
isomers that are chemically identical but differ in their connectivity
48,49
, implying that the 
sets of symmetrically equivalent atoms are different in each bullvalene configuration. The 
reactant and product of each rearrangement reaction belong to the C3v point group and the 
TS belongs to the C2v point group. Fig. 7 presents the structures of the reactant (A), 
product (B) and the TS of bullvalene along the IRC, together with their main rotation 
axes. For a given reactant geometry, each of the three C-C bonds of the cyclopropane 
ring are equally likely to break, leading to different TS structures. Each of these TS-s 
creates a different product. In Fig. 7 the bond C7-C9 (structure A) was broken to form the 
TS and the formation of the new bond C4-C5 creates the product (structure B). Clearly, 
selection of a single reaction coordinate to describe this variety of configurations and 
reaction channels are far from obvious. Still, it is possible to distinguish between the 
reactant and the product by specifying the permutation that defines the C3 rotation (i.e., 
the list of equivalent atoms replacing each other by the C3 symmetry operation). The C3 
rotation axis of structure A in Fig. 7 goes through atom 2 permuting three triplets of 
atoms: (1,4,5), (3,6,10) and (7,8,9) while for structure B the axis goes through atom 8 
permuting different triplets: (2,4,5), (1,6,10) and (3,7,9). Each such permutation can be 
given a serial number in order to distinguish the various geometries. Similarly, the TS is 
identified by its C2 symmetry.  
We followed the dynamics of the Cope rearrangement of bullvalene by calculating 
S(C2) and S(C3) as a function of time, without assuming any particular permutation. If at 
a given time, the distance of the molecular structure from C2 symmetry is smaller than its 
distance from C3 symmetry, then the system has a TS-like geometry. Otherwise, it has a 
reactant/product-like geometry. Reactants and products can be distinguished by the 
specific permutation. A successful TS crossing can be identified when two conditions are 
fulfilled: 1) a positive CSM difference, (S(C3)-S(C2)>0) and 2) a change of the C3 
permutation. An unsuccessful TS visit (i.e. TS recrossing) happens when the first 
condition is fulfilled but the second is not. Fig. 8 presents the CSM difference S(C3)-
S(C2) as a function of time for the first 40 ps of the simulation at 800 K. Only positive 
values of the CSMs difference are shown i.e., the plot indicates situations where the 
thermal fluctuations bring the molecule close to a TS crossing. The blue line (right scale) 
marks the stages of the reactions: 1 and 2 are configurationally different bullvalene states 
whereas 3 is a TS-crossing (permutation change) event. In contrast, the black peaks 
indicate unsuccessful  TS recrossing events. See supplementary material for the results at 
1200 K and 1800 K.  
 
Figure 7: The Cope rearrangement of bullvalene. a. and c. reactant and product 
geometries with C3 rotation axis; b. TS geometry with C2 rotation axis.  
As is evident from Fig. 8, the frequency of TS recrossing is significantly higher than 
that of the successful reactions. This demonstrates that the rearrangement reaction is 
accompanied by a significant number of unsuccessful TS visits. Putting in numbers, there 
were 6 successful TS crossing events and 252 TS recrossing events at 800 K over a time 
period of 100 ps. In other words once a TS geometry is reached, the probability that it 
will lead to product geometry is only 2.3%. Naturally, the overall number of reactions 
increases with temperature. There were 31 successful TS crossing for 100 ps simulation 
time at 1200 K and 106 for 80 ps at 1800 K  (see supplementary material). The 
probability for TS geometry to form a product was 11.3% and 11.6% respectively. 
Longer simulation time is needed for a more accurate statistical analysis from which the 
kinetics parameters can be estimated
38
. The above results imply though that at room 
temperature the probability for a rearrangement reaction is significantly lower. The power 
of this methodology is in its ability to grasp the important processes from an enormous 
amount of structures and provide a clear and visual way to display them in one single 
plot.  
 
Figure 8: The CSM difference (S(C3)-S(C2)) (black line, left scale) and the state index 
(blue line, right scale) for bullvalene as a function of time at 800 K. The first 40 ps of the 
simulation are shown. 
 
CSM distribution and the substitution effect. For a conserved symmetry operation, 
the shape of the CSM distribution, shown in Fig. 1, features one peak and a long tail. For 
a non-conserved symmetry operation (i.e., symmetry operation belonging to the TS but 
not to the reactant/product) the shape of the CSM distribution has two peaks and a long 
tail. The first peak describes the probability to find the system in a TS-like geometry, 
while the second, with a larger CSM value, represents the probability to find the system 
in a reactant/product-like geometry. As an example, Fig. 9 presents the S(C2) distribution 
of semibullvalene at 300 K. The black line represents the S(C2) distribution with one peak 
at 0.045 and the other at 0.86. The red line with a scale on the right is the cumulative 
probability of S(C2). Generally, the system has a TS-like geometry when  2 0.285S C 
which is the CSM value at the minimum point separating the two peaks of the 
distribution curve. The cumulative probability at this point is 23.1%. In other words, out 
of 48 ps (total simulation time), the system had a TS-like geometry for about 11.1 ps.  
 
Figure 9: S(C2) distribution (black line, left scale) and the corresponding cumulative 
probability (red line, right scale) for semibullvalene at 300 K. Based on 120,000 data 
points sampling 48 ps with a bin size of 0.03. 
 
The CSM is a normalized function therefore it can be used to compare different 
systems. By comparing the shapes of CSM distributions we gain new insight into the 
relative reactivity of the studied reactions. Both temperature and substitution can yield a 
difference in the CSM distributions' shape, and we will discuss both of these effects. Let 
us examine first the temperature effect on reactivity. Fig. 10 presents S(C2) distribution 
for semibullvalene at three temperatures: 300 K, 600 K and 900 K. Increasing the 
temperature results in larger atomic fluctuations and larger distortions. On the other hand, 
at higher temperatures the population of the TS is higher and since the TS is more 
symmetric than the reactant or product, we expect the distortion level to decrease. The 
interplay of these two effects determines the distribution of  S(C2). Both peaks become 
wider as the temperature increases but their relative weights also change. The evolution 
of each curve with temperature shows an overall increase of the time the system stays in a 
TS-like geometry. We define the border line between the TS-like and reactant/product-
like geometries at the minimum after the first peak. The position of this line and the 
cumulative probabilities are (0.285, 23.1%) at 300 K, (0.465, 43.9%) at 600 K and (0.735, 
44.2%) at 900 K. These numbers can be interpreted respectively as the maximum level of 
distortion of the TS at each temperature, and the total percentage of molecules that can be 
found at this (or lower) level of distortion. 
The effect of temperature on the reactivity of 3-aminosemibullvalene is similar, 
although less profound. Here S(C2) was calculated for the carbon skeleton of the 
molecule. The shape of the S(C2) distributions shown in Fig. 11a clearly indicates that the 
system is much more reactive than semibullvalene since the height of the first peak is 
significantly larger while the second peak is much shallower, regardless of temperature. 
At the minimum point of each curve the CSM value and the cumulative probability to 
find the system with a TS-like geometry are (0.255, 52.3%) at 300 K and (0.375, 57.1%) 
at 600 K. At 900 K the curve is rather monotonic although a very shallow minimum point 
can be identified at (0.525, 66.0%). 
 
 
 Figure 10: S(C2) distribution for semibullvalene at 300 K (black), 600 K (red) and 900 
K (blue). Each curve is based on 120,000 data points sampling 48 ps with a bin size of 
0.03. 
 
At this point two remarks have to be made: First, as opposed to semibullvalene, the 
reactant and product of 3-aminosemibullvalene are different but the present CSM 
analysis does not distinguish between them. Indeed, the relative position of the amino 
substituent with respect to the breaking C-C bond defines the reactant and product. 
However, the amino group (and similarly the methyl ligand) is not included into the 
analysis in order to maintain the C2 symmetry of the TS in the cope-reactions. The 
second, more important remark is that the shape of the distribution of S(C2) is very 
similar to the distribution obtained for a conserved symmetry operation (like the S(Cs) 
distribution for barbaralane in Fig. 1). This implies that at high temperatures the system is 
fluctuating around the TS with occasional reactant/product visits. This result is in 
accordance with the prediction of Zhang et al. that upon suitable substitution the TS 
geometry of semibullvalene may become frozen
50
, suggesting the TS could be 
homoaromatic
51,52
. The substitution effect is further strengthened by considering 2,6-
diazasemibullvalene for which the structure with perfect C2 symmetry on the ground state 
is a delocalized homoaromatic intermediate with an energy lower by only 0.15 kcal/mol 
from two slightly distorted TS-s (S(C2) = 0.0683). Consequently, the S(C2) distribution 
has only one peak and C2 symmetry is approximately conserved even at 300 K (Fig. 11b). 
 
Figure 11: S(C2) distribution for a) 3-aminosemibullvalene and b) 2,6-
diazasemibullvalene at 300 K (black), 600 K (red) and 900 K (blue). Each curve is based 
on 120,000 data points sampling 48 ps with a bin size of 0.03. 
 
The overall effect of both substitution and temperature can be seen in Fig. 12 that 
presents the median of S(C2) versus temperature for all systems. Let us first consider the 
temperature effect. Generally we expect the reactivity to increase with temperature, i.e., 
that the population of higher energy states will increase with temperature. For 
semibullvalene and 3-methylsemibullvalene, increased accessibility of the TS geometry 
at high temperature is more significant than the distortions caused by thermal fluctuations 
and the overall effect is a decrease of the  median of S(C2) with temperature. For 3-
aminosemibullvalene and 2,6-diazasemibullvalene where the TS structures are more 
accessible, thermal fluctuations are the dominate factor leading to increased distortion at 
higher temperatures. As for the substitution effect, at 300 K the distortion difference 
between 3-methylsemibullvalene and semibullvalene is small, while the amino and the 
diaza derivatives are much more symmetric. However, as the temperature increases the 
difference between the systems is significantly reduced. Based on the trends in Fig. 12 we 
conclude that at high temperatures the nature of the substituent plays a secondary role, 
compared with the temperature itself, as far as the overall symmetry is concerned. 
 
Figure 12: Median of S(C2) versus temperature for a) semibullvalene (black squares); b) 
3-methylsemibullvalene (red circles); 3-aminosemibullvalene (blue triangles) and d) 2,6-
diazasemibullvalene (orange stars). Each point is based on 120,000 data points sampling 
48 ps of simulation. 
 
CONCLUSIONS  
In the present study we proposed a simple and powerful idea, namely the use of 
continuous symmetry measures as reaction coordinates and showed how it can be 
efficiently employed to analyze reaction mechanisms and monitor the progress of 
concerted transformations at elevated temperatures. In particular, applying the CSM 
variable as a single collective variable we demonstrated that its variation with 
temperature is linear and its distribution can reveal hidden properties of the finite-
temperature behavior of fluxional molecules. By following the statistical behavior of non-
conserved symmetry operations, we showed that polarity induced by the substituent tends 
to stabilize the TS geometry of semibullvalene derivatives, where 2,6-
diazasemibullvalene experiences the largest effect due to a homoaromatic intermediate. 
Other diaza-derivatives of semibullvalene, suggested by Zhang et al
50
, may experience a 
more profound effect. On the other hand, thermal fluctuations lead to distortion of the 
geometry, and the mechanism is a gentle interplay between these two factors. A question 
may thus be asked - can a system be designed such that the median will be independent 
of temperature? We leave this question for a future work. 
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Symmetry conservation of bullvalene and semibullvalene as a function of 
temperature  
CSM analysis of bullvalene at 1200 K and 1800 K 






Fig. 1: Symmetry conservation of bullvalene as a function of temperature. Shown are the histograms of 
S(Cs) at 800 K (black), 1200 K (red) and 1800 K (blue). Each histogram is based on 100,000 data points 
with bin size of 0.02.  
 
Fig. 2: Symmetry conservation of semibullvalene as a function of temperature. Shown are the 
histograms of S(Cs) at 300 K (black), 600 K (red) and 900 K (blue). Each histogram is based on 120,000 
data points with bin size of 0.02.  
 
Fig. 3. The CSM difference S(C3)-S(C2) (black line, left scale) and the state index 
(blue line, right scale) for bullvalene as a function of time at 1200 K. 
 
Fig. 4. The CSM difference S(C3)-S(C2) (black line, left scale) and the state index 
(blue line, right scale) for bullvalene as a function of time at 1800 K. 
 
  
Cartesian Coordiantes and Electronic Energies of Barbaralane and Bullvalene 
 
Barbaralane - reactant       Energy (B3LYP/6-311+G*): -348.988731 Hartree 
C          1.23489       -0.79861        0.00000 
C          1.43182        0.70114        0.00000 
C          0.05152        1.40780        0.00000 
C         -0.75453        0.95978        1.20327 
C         -0.75453       -0.33992        1.53919 
C          0.05997       -1.31097        0.79460 
C          0.05997       -1.31097       -0.79460 
C         -0.75453       -0.33992       -1.53919 
C         -0.75453        0.95978       -1.20327 
H          1.99963        1.00866       -0.88473 
H          0.18588        2.49211        0.00000 
H         -1.38282        1.67726        1.72270 
H         -1.38282        1.67726       -1.72270 
H         -1.38195       -0.70766        2.34645 
H         -1.38195       -0.70766       -2.34645 
H          0.14563       -2.30414       -1.22191 
H          0.14563       -2.30414        1.22191 
H          2.13300       -1.40912        0.00000 
H          1.99963        1.00866        0.88473 
 
Barbaralane - product       Energy (B3LYP/6-311+G*): -348.988749 Hartree 
C          1.33273       -0.00000        0.45545 
C          0.25849       -0.00001        1.57335 
C         -1.12067       -0.00000        0.95229 
C         -1.27245       -0.79454       -0.32080 
C         -0.10780       -1.53937       -0.82074 
C          1.13650       -1.20344       -0.44573 
C          1.13650        1.20343       -0.44572 
C         -0.10780        1.53937       -0.82073 
C         -1.27245        0.79455       -0.32079 
H          0.38912        0.88480        2.20554 
H         -1.96453       -0.00001        1.63581 
H         -2.24810       -1.22198       -0.52495 
H         -2.24811        1.22199       -0.52495 
H         -0.27893       -2.34712       -1.52695 
H         -0.27893        2.34715       -1.52695 
H          2.00493        1.72303       -0.83962 
H          2.00491       -1.72302       -0.83962 
H          2.33227       -0.00001        0.89679 
H          0.38912       -0.88482        2.20553 
 
Barbaralane - TS     Energy (B3LYP/6-311+G*):  -348.977961 Hartree 
C          1.11125       -0.90420        0.00000 
C          1.48548        0.57927        0.00000 
C          0.20633        1.41768        0.00000 
C         -0.77681        0.99739        1.04794 
C         -0.77681       -0.30304        1.53842 
C          0.10476       -1.25920        1.05016 
C          0.10476       -1.25920       -1.05016 
C         -0.77681       -0.30304       -1.53842 
C         -0.77681        0.99739       -1.04794 
H          2.08519        0.81303       -0.88504 
H          0.41007        2.48955        0.00000 
H         -1.50803        1.71907        1.39382 
H         -1.50803        1.71907       -1.39382 
H         -1.54712       -0.60328        2.24291 
H         -1.54712       -0.60328       -2.24291 
H          0.05553       -2.28508       -1.39716 
H          0.05553       -2.28508        1.39716 
H          1.98684       -1.55521        0.00000 
H          2.08519        0.81303        0.88504 
 
 
Bullvalene - reactant        Energy (B3LYP/6-311+G*):      -387.071741 Hartree 
C         -1.07683        1.44415       -0.00001 
C         -1.55105        0.00071       -0.00000 
C          0.21382        1.80269       -0.00001 
C         -1.07707       -0.72179        1.25019 
C         -1.07707       -0.72180       -1.25019 
C          0.21363       -0.90189        1.56023 
C          1.36877       -0.44340        0.76833 
C          1.36868        0.88742       -0.00000 
C          1.36877       -0.44341       -0.76833 
C          0.21363       -0.90190       -1.56023 
H         -1.83726        2.22056       -0.00001 
H         -2.64291        0.00085       -0.00000 
H          0.45698        2.86275       -0.00001 
H         -1.83770       -1.11118        1.92170 
H         -1.83769       -1.11119       -1.92169 
H          0.45652       -1.43339        2.47749 
H          2.33124       -0.69327        1.20157 
H          2.33138        1.38703       -0.00000 
H          2.33124       -0.69327       -1.20156 
H          0.45652       -1.43341       -2.47748 
 
Bullvalene - product        Energy (B3LYP/6-311+G*):      -387.071741 Hartree 
C         -0.21382        1.80269       -0.00001 
C         -1.36868        0.88742       -0.00000 
C          1.07683        1.44415       -0.00001 
C         -1.36877       -0.44340        0.76833 
C         -1.36877       -0.44341       -0.76833 
C         -0.21363       -0.90190        1.56023 
C          1.07707       -0.72179        1.25019 
C          1.55105        0.00071       -0.00000 
C          1.07707       -0.72180       -1.25019 
C         -0.21363       -0.90190       -1.56023 
H         -0.45698        2.86275       -0.00001 
H         -2.33138        1.38703       -0.00000 
H          1.83726        2.22056       -0.00001 
H         -2.33124       -0.69327        1.20157 
H         -2.33124       -0.69327       -1.20156 
H         -0.45652       -1.43339        2.47749 
H          1.83770       -1.11118        1.92169 
H          2.64291        0.00085       -0.00000 
H          1.83769       -1.11119       -1.92169 
H         -0.45652       -1.43341       -2.47748 
 
Bullvalene - TS     Energy (B3LYP/6-311+G*):      -387.051633 Hartree 
C         -0.66509        1.72125       -0.00001 
C         -1.50470        0.47502       -0.00000 
C          0.66509        1.72125       -0.00001 
C         -1.24537       -0.56524        1.05553 
C         -1.24537       -0.56524       -1.05553 
C          0.00000       -0.97492        1.51601 
C          1.24537       -0.56523        1.05553 
C          1.50470        0.47503       -0.00000 
C          1.24537       -0.56524       -1.05553 
C          0.00000       -0.97493       -1.51600 
H         -1.19797        2.66896       -0.00001 
H         -2.56062        0.74480       -0.00000 
H          1.19796        2.66897       -0.00001 
H         -2.12068       -1.08213        1.43469 
H         -2.12068       -1.08213       -1.43468 
H          0.00000       -1.79475        2.23043 
H          2.12069       -1.08212        1.43468 
H          2.56062        0.74481       -0.00000 
H          2.12069       -1.08213       -1.43467 
H          0.00000       -1.79476       -2.23042 
 
Semibullvalene – reactant     Energy (B3LYP/6-311+G*):      -309.641027 Hartree 
C          1.18176       -1.11102       -0.12586 
C          1.55463        0.05319       -0.68312 
C          0.80655        1.18163       -0.10242 
C          0.00000        0.64160        1.04183 
C         -0.80655        1.18163       -0.10242 
C         -1.55463        0.05319       -0.68312 
C         -1.18176       -1.11102       -0.12586 
C          0.00000       -0.89751        0.82037 
H         -0.00000        1.08205        2.03326 
H          1.52067       -2.09549       -0.43010 
H          2.26438        0.15931       -1.49632 
H          1.23746        2.17609       -0.06979 
H         -1.23746        2.17609       -0.06979 
H         -2.26438        0.15931       -1.49632 
H         -1.52067       -2.09549       -0.43010 




Semibullvalene - product     Energy (B3LYP/6-311+G*):      -309.641027 Hartree 
C         -0.80494        1.18234       -0.10270 
C         -1.55450        0.05440       -0.68330 
C         -1.18294       -1.11004       -0.12582 
C         -0.00085       -0.89753        0.82031 
C          1.18079       -1.11201       -0.12585 
C          1.55471        0.05188       -0.68304 
C          0.80748        1.18112       -0.10234 
C          0.00046        0.64154        1.04186 
H         -0.00130       -1.51194        1.72270 
H         -1.23556        2.17693       -0.06900 
H         -2.26419        0.16115       -1.49649 
H         -1.52317       -2.09415       -0.42989 
H          1.51896       -2.09677       -0.42999 
H          2.26491        0.15749       -1.49594 
H          1.23937        2.17518       -0.06947 
H         -0.00025        1.08182        2.03337 
 
Semibullvalene - TS     Energy (B3LYP/6-311+G*):      -309.633381 Hartree  
C          1.06198       -1.14348       -0.09462 
C          1.60308        0.00001       -0.66692 
C          1.06190        1.14349       -0.09461 
C         -0.00000        0.78410        0.90338 
C         -1.06189        1.14349       -0.09462 
C         -1.60307        0.00001       -0.66692 
C         -1.06197       -1.14347       -0.09462 
C         -0.00001       -0.78414        0.90333 
H         -0.00000        1.28831        1.87089 
H          1.33186       -2.16426       -0.32972 
H          2.30321        0.00003       -1.49465 
H          1.33178        2.16428       -0.32966 
H         -1.33177        2.16428       -0.32968 
H         -2.30321        0.00003       -1.49465 
H         -1.33188       -2.16425       -0.32971 
H         -0.00002       -1.28840        1.87082 
 
